Orbital ultrasonography for diagnosis and evaluation of retrobulbar vascular disorders
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Abstract
Diagnostic and differential diagnostic of orbital diseases are considered to be one of the most difficult problems in ophthalmology because most orbital pathologies display the same signs and symptoms. Condition of orbital tissues can be evaluated using three different radiology imaging techniques: A/B-scan ultrasonography, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging. A/B-scan ultrasonography is highly informative, non-invasive and poses no risk to the patient, therefore may be repeatedly performed in order to evaluate treatment effectiveness or disease progression. Ultrasonography has become an extremely useful tool in assessment of orbital vascular disorders. Orbital vascular disorders are divided into two main groups: neoplasms and malformations. Vascular malformations are: cavernous sinus fistula, carotid-cavernous sinus fistula, dural-cavernous sinus fistula, superior ophthalmic vein thrombosis, orbital varix, arteriovenous malformation and orbital aneurysm. In this article, we present the case of a difficult superior ophthalmic vein thrombosis in which orbital ultrasonography imaging was used in confirming the diagnosis and evaluating treatment effectiveness.
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Introduction

Ultrasonography of the eye and orbit has been first used in the clinical practice a few decades ago and since then became a valuable method of diagnosing most of the eye and orbit diseases. The tissues lying in the orbit are quite miscellaneous comprising of soft tissues, fat, connective tissue diaphragms, nerves and blood vessels. Therefore it is often difficult to evaluate not only the affected tissues but the healthy ones as well [1]. One of the most complicated problems in ophthalmology appears to be diagnostics of the orbit diseases as they all tend to mimic one another, manifesting with very similar if not identical symptoms [2]. The symptoms of orbit diseases depend on the anatomic and physiologic eye position and the synchronic performance of the ocular motor nerves. Traumas, inflammations, orbit tumours do not only impair the optical system, but are frequently dangerous for the patient’s life. Therefore early determination of the location, size, type and etiology of the lesion is essentially important to each doctor in choosing the treatment tactics right [3]. The correct diagnostics of variety of orbit diseases is only possible when cooperation of different specialities doctors exist [4,5,6].

Ultrasonography is highly informative, non-invasive and poses no risk on the patient; therefore may be repeatedly performed in order to evaluate treatment effectiveness or disease progression [7, 8]. This method may not require narcosis for children as it is painless and does not take long. Ultrasonography of the orbit is usually performed by doctor ophthalmologist, who is better aware of the physiology and pathology of the orbit than is radiologist. Whereas computed tomography as well as magnetic resonance imaging are subjected to radiologist [9]. Besides, the latter take quite some time, the patient is being radiated; little children may only be investigated under narcosis. The full view of the orbit cannot be attained using these methods as the equipment is set to operate under some certain mode therefore in some cases pathologic alterations may not be detected. Up to date ultrasound examination remains the gold standard for histological evaluation of orbit alterations in vivo [9]. The main drawback of ultrasound orbit scanning technique is difficulty to assess alterations in the apex of the orbit, as high frequency ultrasound vibration, used in ophthalmological practice do not penetrate well into the back part of the orbit. If the pathological process in the apex of the orbit is being suspected, computed tomography or MRI scanning could be the more informative tools [9-14].

Vascular lesions are among the most common orbital abnormalities encountered in ultrasonography [15]. Vascular lesions of orbit are divided into two main group: neoplasms and malformations. Vascular malformations are: cavernous sinus fistula, carotid-cavernous sinus fistula (fast flow), dural-cavernous sinus fistula (slow flow), superior ophthalmic vein thrombosis, orbital varix, arteriovenous malformation, orbital aneurysm [9].

Carotid - cavernous sinus fistula (fast flow) usually develops as a result of head traumas [16]. Spontaneous or congenital carotid cavernous sinus fistulas are quite uncommon [17, 18]. Carotid - cavernous sinus fistula has some characteristic clinical features. Ultrasound diagnostics of these lesions is not difficult [19]. Clinical signs of carotid - cavernous sinus fistula are dilated episcleral vessels, pulsating exophthalmus, conjunctive suffusion, audible murmur, in some cases – raised eye pressure [8]. Ultrasonography is highly informative method in diagnostic of this pathology [20]. The dilated superior ophthalmic vein, which is most often invisible in the normal eye manifests as a classical sign of this disorder [16]. It is best seen between superior rectal muscle, optic...
nerve and superior internal part of the eye and superior orbital gap [2]. Other signs of carotid-cavernous sinus fistula are orbit soft tissue swelling (widening of the retrobulbar space), widening of external eye muscles, compression of optical nerve because of accumulation of subarachnoid fluid [9, 17, 19]. Uveal detachment may be also detected. Venous dilution degree depends on the speed of blood flow in the fistula. Reflectability of dilated vein in scanogram A is very low and the blood stream is very vigorous [8]. Venous pulsation may sometime be visualised in both scanogram A and B. Dopler examination may be very informative in these cases [9, 13]. The alterations are usually solid in consistence (compression test) because of the vigorous blood stream inside the lesion. Other confluent vein dilatation may be also detected (internal collateral or vertical veins, as described by Ossoinig et al.)

Dural cavernous sinus fistula (slow blood flow) is also known as “red eye bypass syndrome”. It usually develops suddenly in middle-aged or elderly women. Episcleral vessel dilatation, slight exophthalmus, heightened eye-pressure is typical to this disorder [21]. No murmur or eye pulsation is present in this case [16]. Retrobulbar space is slightly widened in the echogram due to the swelling of the soft tissues in the affected orbit [22, 23]. Superior ophthalmic vein is usually unaltered or slightly dilated. Reflectability of the dilated vein is low or medium, but higher than in cases of carotid artery and cavernous sinus fistula. Inner reflectability of the vein heightens supposedly due to partial thrombosis of slow blood stream fistula. Ultrasound doplerography is usually of little use. If the vein is not dilated and rectal muscles are widened, ultrasound examination results resemble those of endocrine ophthalmopathy [24].

Superior ophthalmic vein thrombosis may develop in cases of carotid - cavernous or dural- cavernous sinus fistulas. Exophthalmus, swelling of conjunctives or lids, in some cases dilation of the superior ophthalmic vein are typical for thrombosis of the superior ophthalmic vein [25]. The blood stream is very slow or absent in these cases. The reflectability of such vein is medium due to the clotted blood.

Primary orbit haemorrhoids are a congenital disorder. They are usually unilateral and in just some cases, they may be bilateral [26]. Unstable exophthalmus is typical to orbit haemorrhoids, depending on the head position of Valsalve testing [9, 27]. Raised venous blood pressure during Valsalve manoeuvre conditions passive blood accumulation in the altered venous interspaces. Hollowing of the eye may occur because of fat tissue necrosis in the affected orbit. In cases of contraction of the haemorrhoids, alterations may be absent in the routine examination. But Valsalve manoeuvre or leaning forward makes venous interspaces bulge and look like delimited alterations of low or medium reflectability in the orbit [2]. Haemorrhoids may be pipe-shaped or resemble huge derivatives [16]. Haemorrhoids are usually being compressed, but inner blood flow is unremarked due to the access of venous blood. It should be taken into the account that the slight superior ophthalmic vein dilatation may be observed in both orbits when the patient leans forward. Ultrasound doplerography and orbit venography are essential for the diagnostics of orbit haemorrhoids [26].

Arterial-venous alterations may be congenital or they may develop after head traumas. These lesions are usually diffuse, irregular in shape, as they develop from matted, altered arteries and veins. Their inner structure is irregular due to the rapid blood flow of very low reflectability and vessel walls of very high reflectability. A scanogram may reveal rapid blood stream especially in ultrasound doplerography. The net of blood vessels in these lesions is very cloggy. The altered tissues are usually soft and may be easily compressed. In cases of arterial-venous disorders soft orbit tissue swelling may occur, resulting in secondary glaucoma or in rare cases serous uveal detachment [22, 23].

Arterial aneurisms in the orbit are clearly delimited, their inner reflectability is low and their inner structure is regular [16]. They are richly vascularised, therefore easily detectable in scanogram A and ultrasonographic doplerography [2]. The altered tissues are easily compressible. Orbit aneurisms are usually located and often take the front part of the orbit. Carotid artery and cavernous sinus fistulas are usually more spread and take larger territory – they usually spread from superior internal quadrant to the apex of the orbit [2, 8].

Method

We present a case of a right superior ophthalmic vein thrombosis. In this case orbital ultrasonography imaging was used in confirming the diagnosis and evaluating treatment effectiveness. The ultrasonography of the orbit and measurements of rectus extraocular muscles (medial, lateral, inferior and superior rectus) were performed by A/B mode Mentor™ Advent ultrasonic diagnostic imaging system with a 7.5 MHz transducer. The axial and longitudinal scans were used for the examination of orbital tissues. The probe was placed on the side of the globe opposite the muscle to be examined. Ultrasonography of the right orbit showed marked distortion of the periorbital soft tissue. Right retrobulbar space was wider than the left. The right superior and medial recti muscles were noted to be enlarged and the right superior ophthalmic vein was dilated when compared with the normal left side.

Case report

A 68-year-old woman presented to ophthalmologist with a one month history of painless eyes swelling and right eye redness. There was no history of head injury. She was taking antihypertensive drugs and was suffering from allergies to many of medicines. Her general practitioner had initially suspected a diagnosis of allergic conjunctivitis and started with steroid eye drops and antiallergic oral medication, but this had not alleviated symptoms. After one month treatment on ocular examination there was found a conjunctival chemosis in both eyes and a massive broad subconjunctival hemorrhage in the right eye. Best-corrected visual acuity was normal. Extraocular movements were full. Pupillary reactions and fundoscopy appeared normal. Three months later patient presented with painful right eye swelling. There was a mild
decreased visual acuity in the right eye (OD-0.8; OS-1.0) and moderate ophthalmoplegia (decreased ocular motility) of upward gaze. Right proptosis was of 3mm compared with the left eye. The proptosis was non-pulsatile and no bruit was audible over the globe. There was a significant difference in the intraocular pressure: 27.4 mmHg in the right eye and 20.9mmHg in the left eye. On ocular examination there was found a right-sided pericorneal injection, tortuous dilated conjunctival vessels, conjunctival chemosis from the lower-lateral side of an eye-ball and a moderate neovascularization in the iris. Fundoscopy of the right eye revealed obscured margins of the optic nerve head disc, mild retinal edema around the disc and dilated hyperemic retinal veins. Ultrasonography of the right orbit showed marked distortion of the periorbital soft tissue. Right retrobulbar space was wider than the left. The right superior and medial recti muscles were noted to be enlarged and the right superior ophthalmic vein was dilated when compared with the normal left side (Table 1).

Table 1. Extraocular muscles thickness measured using ultrasound B-scan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eye muscle</th>
<th>Eye</th>
<th>Medial, mm</th>
<th>Inferior, mm</th>
<th>Lateral, mm</th>
<th>Superior, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OD</td>
<td>6.11-7.47</td>
<td>6.16</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The MR images confirmed US findings, the cavernous sinus appeared within normal limits. The clinical diagnosis was that of a right superior ophthalmic vein thrombosis. The patient was treated symptomatically. Her condition improved with reduction of the proptosis (OD-20mm, OS-19.5mm) over two months. Repeated US imaging of the orbit demonstrated normalisation of the right eye extraocular muscles thickness; the superior ophthalmic vein dilation and orbit soft tissue swelling in supero-internal part of the orbit space, however, were seen (Table 2).

Table 2. Extraocular muscles thickness measured using ultrasound B-scan after 2 months of treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eye muscle</th>
<th>Eye</th>
<th>Medial, mm</th>
<th>Inferior, mm</th>
<th>Lateral, mm</th>
<th>Superior, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OD</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Orbital sonography was repeated 1 month later. The report was: significant improvement with regression of the right orbital soft tissue swelling; superior ophthalmic vein was visible but it’s diameter was narrowed (Fig. 1-6). The visual acuity improved, the intraocular pressure elevation, however, remained. It was diagnosed secondary glaucoma.
Fig. 4. Repeated examination after 2 months of treatment. Using transversal vertical B-scan method for the right orbit, superior ophthalmic vein with medial collateral vein is still seen.

Fig. 5. Using longitudinal B-scan method after 2 months of treatment, cross-section of enlarged superior ophthalmic vein is still seen.

Fig. 6. Using longitudinal B-scan method after 2.5 months of treatment, cross-section of enlarged superior ophthalmic vein is still seen.

Conclusion

Ultrasonography was very highly informative and non-invasive diagnostic method in our case, because dilated superior ophthalmic vein, widening of the retrobulbar space and widening of external eye muscles is gold standard of vascular malformations of orbit. Ultrasonography has several practical advantages compared with CT and MRI, because it is cheap and isn’t dangerous diagnostic method, so we repeatedly performed it in order to evaluate treatment effectiveness.
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